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Boiling
As a rule of thumb, anything green or that
grows above ground should be cooked in
boiling, salted water to preserve the colours
and will be ready in 5-10 minutes. Anything
grown below ground should be started in cold
water and will be ready in 20-30 minutes. In
either case, use as little water as possible to
reduce nutrient loss

Steaming
Any vegetables that you would normally boil
you can steam. Boiling veg causes a lot of the
nutrients to be lost in the water, steaming
locks them all in. Steamers vary so check the
instructions for cooking times.

Sautéing
Cut firm veg into ½-inch cubes, make sure your
pan is hot, then add 2 tbsp olive oil and your
vegetables. Leave it to fry for 30 seconds then
give it a couple of good tosses. Repeat until
cooked, even a firm vegetable will take just a
couple of minutes. It should come out of the
pan firm but not mushy. For greens, follow the
same method as firm vegetables. Greens
cook quickly,  a quick toss and they are ready. 

Roasting
Most veg can be roasted...not just potatoes!
Roasting gives flavour because the high heat
enhances the vegʼs natural sugars. Squash,
sweet potatoes, carrots and onions are all
delicious simply roasted in a little olive oil. Try
mixing some whole tomatoes with peppers,
courgettes, peeled whole garlic cloves and
aubergine cut into ½ inch cubes, drizzle with
olive oil, sprinkle on a little rosemary and
thyme, some salt and roast for 20-30 minutes. 

Roast Potatoes
Peel and cut into roughly the same size ‒ a few
differences in size and shape will give some
crispier roast potatoes. Boil for 10 minutes then
strain and leave to steam and cool in the
colander. Drizzle a little olive oil, duck or goose
fat onto a roasting tray, put in your potatoes
and then drizzle over some more oil. Bake in an
oven pre-heated to 180℃ for 30 minutes, then
turn the potatoes over and baste thoroughly.
Return to the oven for a further 30 minutes. If
you are lacking oven space, remove and then
return to the oven for 20-30 minutes to finish
off whilst your meat is resting.
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